The analysis of large quantities of news is an emerging area in the field of data analysis and visualization. International agencies collect thousands of news every day from a large number of sources and making sense of them is becoming increasingly complex due to the rate of the incoming news, as well as the inherent complexity of analyzing large quantities of evolving text corpora. Current visual techniques that deal with temporal evolution of such complex datasets, together with research efforts in related domains like text mining and topic detection and tracking, represent early attempts to understand, gain insight and make sense of these data. Despite these initial propositions, there is still a lack of techniques dealing directly with the problem of visualizing news streams in a "on-line" fashion, that is, in a way that the evolution of news can be monitored in real-time by the operator. In this paper we propose a purely visual technique that permits to see the evolution of news in real-time. The technique permits to show the stream of news as they enter into the system as well as a series of important threads which are computed on the fly. By merging single articles into threads, the technique permits to offload the visualization and retain only the most relevant information. The proposed technique is applied to the visualization of news streams generated by a news aggregation system that monitors over 4000 sites from 1600 key news portals world-wide and retrieves over 80000 reports per day in 43 languages.
INTRODUCTION
Currently, we are in the middle of the shift from static towards dynamic information analysis. In the past, data was stored in databases and analyses were carried out in regular intervals. Nowadays, more and more people and businesses demand real-time analysis for their particular fields since fast reaction on upcoming topics translates into the competitive advantages in business applications or a higher "fun factor" for non-commercial use, such as social networks.
While new technologies like RSS feeds or Twitter channels tackle the problem from infrastructural point of view, little work has been done on the representation of data streams. News streams, in particular, have their very own requirements for the visual interfaces, which result in a number of challenges for our work. First, a visual representation of a news article is not easy. When dealing with thousands of articles, articles cannot be shown in full detail, and in the extreme case not even the heading can be provided. Therefore, smart ways to extract the most relevant information are sought after.
Second, the usual timeline approach does not work, because the old news, which do not remain important, quickly lose their value and are replaced by updated or completely different information. Keeping all historic news in the display is not feasible for both space and performance reasons, therefore an appropriate abstraction of groups of news has to be found. Therefore, it is necessary to make a distinction between the old news that continuously keep the attention of the media and the latest news on one side, and the old news that are not relevant anymore on the other side.
Third, in many cases, a number of articles from various sources, report on the same topic, such as a particular business, political or sports event. While it might be interesting for an expert reader to get to know everything about such an event, there is a lot of redundancy of the news articles covering that topic. These interrelationships between news articles translate into the need to reduce redundancy by aggregating articles pertaining to similar topics.
Current static visualization solutions that attempt to show temporal evolution of a specific topic (or keyword), such as ThemeRiver [12] , do not easily scale to the case of data streams, where the new topics are created and the old ones disappear. Other approaches, more targeted toward evolving data, like LensRiver or the multi-resolution representations, attempt to solve the streaming problem, yet they do not embed any technique to get rid of irrelevant data.
In this paper, we propose the analysis of a news data stream using article threads, a relevance-based technique that turns the stream of news articles into threads by retaining only the important information over the course of time. The technique is time and space efficient and scales to streaming data scenario. Articles are grouped into threads by employing a similarity function based on the comparison of the most important keywords assigned to each article. Once a thread is born, its life span and evolution depend on a three parameter model that takes into account aging, the number of articles in a thread, and its duration. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the technique by applying it to the analysis of news streams coming from a news aggregation agency.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the related work. Section 3 describes the data stream properties, while Section 4 introduces the streaming visualization techniques and algorithms. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with some ideas on future work and open issues.
RELATED WORK
Temporal analysis of news is not just a question of visual depiction of news in the time domain, but also a fundamental problem in textual data mining. An issue of considerable interest is analysis of news articles as document streams that arrive continuously over time. Each stream is not just an independent sequence of documents, but it also exhibits braided and episodic character [17] . Moreover, in today's news reporting, the most attention is paid to breaking news about the latest events, which are characterized by a fast growth of the amount of information until a certain peak is reached, and fade of media interest afterwards. A formal approach to model burst of activity of topics appearing as document streams is presented in [16] . Furthermore, the propagation of short quotes through news websites and blogs is analyzed in [20] . In [18] we detail our system for processing online news streams, while the focus of this article are the visualization aspects of online news streams.
News Visualization
Newsmap [24] , which uses news aggregated by Google News 1 , shows the data visually encoded into a TreeMap visualization, based on the amount of news in each cluster and category to which the cluster belongs to. A major drawback of these news aggregators is that they are dealing only with the latest news, i.e. they provide the data for a specific (current) point in time, there are no possibilities for temporal analysis (or it is limited) and they don't give much semantic information about the events mentioned in the news.
The Europe Media Monitor (EMM) [3] is a multilingual news aggregator system, which collects news articles from over 2,500 sources in 42 languages. These hand-selected sources include media portals, government websites and commercial news agencies. EMM processes 80,000 -100,000 articles per day, enriching them with various metadata, such as entities (people and organizations mentioned in the news), news categories and geographical location of the events. Websites, which give access to the data collected and processed by EMM are NewsBrief 2 and NewsExplorer 3 . In our paper, we use the EMM news aggregator as a source of the data stream.
The TextMap website, based on Lydia [21] , is an entity search engine, which provides information about different entities (people, places and things) extracted from the news sources.
All of the above mentioned approaches lack, or have limited possibilities for analysis of dynamic change of the information published on-line. Also, possibilities for visual exploration of collections of news articles, which would make better use of the human visual system in detecting trends, patterns and relationships in the news space, are also limited.
Temporal and Dynamic Visualizations
In the past, a lot has been published about time series. Some examples of such work are time series bitmaps [19] , pixel visualization techniques for time series [2] , multi-resolution techniques for large time series [11] , importance-driven layouts for time series [10] , or spiral visualization techniques on the basis of clocks [6] . A broader overview of visualization methods for time-oriented data can be found in [1] .
One of the first approaches that used visualization to depict temporal evolution of themes within collection of documents is ThemeRiver [12] . In [25] , Wise et al. presented the IN-SPIRE visual analytics system, which uses spatial visualization of the large collection of documents for enhanced analysis. LensRiver [9] extends the river metaphor from ThemeRiver into an analytical system for temporal analysis of unstructured text retrieved from video broadcast news. It deals with evolution of themes over time, their hierarchical structure, and employs different visual analytics techniques to perform the analysis. Hetzler et al. [13] proposed to visualize the incremental change in the data by highlighting new (fresh) and old (stale) documents.
Spatiotemporal data visualization has also received a lot of research attention. The main research challenge hereby is to integrate temporal aspects into two-dimensional map representations. In contrast to abstract visualization techniques, the geographic dimensions thereby introduce additional constraints, which limit the design space for novel approaches and make it a difficult research field. Solutions range from usage of the third spatial dimension for time [15] , over pixel placement techniques [4] to the combination of geographic and abstract visualization techniques [14] .
A common approach to cope with time are small multiples. Thereby, several instances of a visualization are rendered, whereas each one represent the data of one particular time interval. How to overcome layout changes in TreeMap visualizations in such a case has been studied in [22] .
Yet another visualization techniques are graphs. Rendering dynamic graphs is challenging since layout choices at one point in time have an impact on the layout of future nodes, which are not known at the time of rendering of the former. The study in [7] , for example, compares the quality of several offline algorithms when applying them for rendering trees in a streaming context. Furthermore, Beck et al. proposed aesthetic dimensions to heuristically improve layouts of dynamic graphs [5] . While a lot of this work has inspired us, none of these temporal and dynamic visualization techniques were directly applicable to news streams. The next section therefore presents our visualization method for information dynamics.
DATA STRUCTURE
We first describe the most important attributes of the data structure that we use in our real world news data stream application. The attributes are shown in Table 1 and are populated from the semantically annotated metadata that arrives in the news stream.
A data object has a dual use: first, it is used as a single news data item retrieved from the stream, with common attributes, such as the timestamp and various metadataurl, language and tags. The tags attribute is represented by a list of categories to which a specific article belongs to, and they are assigned based on the combinations of trigger words that are found in the article. In this paper, we are using these lists in our algorithm to compare the articles and create new threads. Each trigger word has a rank based on the number of appearances of the word in the article and contributes to the final rank of each tag. We use the tag with the highest rank to assign an article to a specific category. An example of the tags list is shown in Table 3 .
Additional entity metadata is available in the data stream and can be used in future for finer comparison and aggregation of articles. Entities represent people and organizations mentioned in the news and the details about the recognition process can be found in [23] . An example of entity metadata found in the news is shown in Table 2 . More details about the specific news data item attributes and the streaming system can be found in [18] .
Second, a data object is used in event-based analysis of our stream as the thread originator, through event-specific attributes endDate, duration and connectedFiles. 
STREAMING VISUALIZATION
In visual analytics and information visualization, research of streaming data is still at its beginning. Usual approaches employ the concept of deletion of visualized items after a certain period of time, to avoid problems caused by clutter and overplotting. In this paper we're dealing with timeseries visualization of streaming data, which presents the first constraint in our design. Many visualizations use the x-axis to represent the temporal dimension of the analyzed data sets. Since most of our potential users are familiar with this mapping, we were very careful of not changing this underlying principle. In the first part of this section, we demonstrate our approach to visualize streamed data items as soon as they arrive and show the advantages and disadvantages of the approach. The visualization of data without aggregation or clustering is meaningful in monitoring tasks In the second part, we aggregate data items into threads to solve two problems: first, we introduce data-dependent and time-dependent removal, which makes a distinction between the relevant and irrelevant data items. Second, we improve the performance of the streaming visualization when tasks require adaptive change of the time interval in which the analysis is performed.
Naive Approach for Visualizing Streaming Data
A basic solution for visualization of the streaming data in real-time would be to plot the data point on the screen as soon as it arrives and encode the data attributes of interest to different visual features. There are two general requirements for data streaming -a time interval in which the data is considered relevant and the size of the memory pool that contains streamed data objects, and the requirement that is more strict should be applied. Additional approaches, such as the one described in [11] , include multi-resolution techniques that use non-linear rescaling to cope with large data sets. In our very first approach, we concentrated on the monitoring of the latest data within specific time and memory constraints. The snapshot of the data stream was taken during monitoring interval Feb 14, 2010, 23:30 GMT+01:00 to Feb 16, 2010, 01:30 GMT+01:00 and is shown on Figure  1 .
Visualization Environment
Real-time data are dynamic, transient, high-volume and temporal. These properties put strong constraints for creating effective visualizations [8] . Abstraction and presentation of data in a meaningful way and their unbounded characteristics in terms of amount and size create many interesting challenges for the researchers. In our first approach, we decided to set the fixed size (height) for each variable (category), and then allow free floating placement of data items along the y-axis within the subspace dedicated to the category the news data item belongs to.
The solution where no aggregation is used provides news stream visualization at the highest resolution, where every news item is displayed as soon as it arrives. In our real world application, we are interested in monitoring predefined set of categories to which news items from the stream could belong to. Each category can be thought of as a substream.
Each news item is represented as a 6x6 block of pixels and is located on the x-axis according to its publication date. The alpha value is set to 0.5 in order to show overlapping data points. The color of the item is mapped to its tonality score, where saturated green and red represent the items with high positive and negative tonality scores, respectively. Grey color is mapped to neutral articles.
The advantage of this very basic approach is that it gives an immediate look at the data items and their properties, such as their timestamps and tonality values. General patterns of the stream can be easily perceived, such as the changes in the amount of data that is streamed in each category and the overall tonality scores across different categories. Therefore, it would be easy to spot sudden bursts of activity within a specific category. For example, a sudden increase in the number of articles can be seen near the middle of the category Man-made Disasters. The inspection of the single data objects, which is possible through interaction, reads url attribute of the data item and leads to the full text of the article on the publisher's website and it reveals that most of the articles talk about the train crash in Belgium 4 . The items that are shown are added to the memory pool and in a news monitoring scenario, when the memory pool is full, earliest items are removed.
Visual Streaming of Article Threads
Visualization of data items without aggregation or dynamic clustering provides direct access to exploration of single items, but lacks information about relationships between the items. Also, it has the inability to make a difference between important and unimportant items, except for sudden bursts within a category. However, a sharp increase in the number of news articles that belong to the same category in short time interval doesn't necessary have to mean that these articles are related to the same event. This change could be also caused by the fact that a specific source published different news articles in intervals that are very close to each other. The aforementioned issue can be easily visible in very generalized categories with a lot of data, such as sports.
Second, visualization is non-discriminative, which means that all the items that exist on the screen and in the memory are of equal importance. In many applications, removal of irrelevant items is needed, both for the analytical and performance issues.
To detect relationships between the data items, distinguish between the relevant and irrelevant ones, and optimize the performance of the visualization, we propose a datadependent and time-dependent solution with compareItems (algorithm 1). This user-driven algorithm provides the opportunity to influence the performance and the resolution of the visualization by adjusting 3 different parameters for aggregation.
Algorithm The algorithm creates and displays recent threads that consist of similar data items, i.e. in case of news stream these are the articles that are reporting on the same event, while keeping the most important (relevant) threads from the past and removing the irrelevant ones. The usual approach is to use aging, where each item is removed when its age reaches a specific threshold. In our case, the challenge is that we're not working with data points that are discrete in time, but threads, which are created from discrete data points based on their similarity. Therefore, there should be an obvious difference between two threads, i.e. relevance, even if they have the same age. The key idea is to keep relevant events and dismiss the others by taking into account 3 criteria. The thread has to be old, short, and sparsely populated to be deleted. These parameters can be set by the analyst.
The compareItems Algorithm
The algorithm receives two arguments: a, the new item in the stream, and s, the array of threads that have been already created. The algorithm depends on 3 parameters that can be set by the user: the time interval ts, the minimum duration d and the minimum number of items n in a thread e from s.
Thread Removal. The parameter ts is checked against timeSpan, which represents the time interval between the timestamp of the new data item a.startDate and the times- tamp e.endDate of the last item in a thread e. If timeSpan is greater or equal to this threshold, e is considered for removal. We consider them less relevant than the recently updated ones. Basically, the parameter ts proposes those threads that didn't acquire any new items in a specific period of time as the candidates for removal.
The other two parameters d and n are only thread-dependent, but the conditions are checked in conjunction with the first one. That way the removal procedure is called only when the new data arrives and not in specific time intervals. The attribute duration of the thread e, from the array s, is the time interval between the first (e.startDate) and last (e.endDate) data item in the thread. If e.duration is less or equal to the threshold d and the number of items in a thread e.length is less or equal to the threshold n, the thread e becomes a candidate for removal. If all three conditions are met, the thread e is removed from the visualization and memory. By adjusting these parameters, we can select different relevance measures for the data we're working on.
Adding a new article to a thread. Next, Jaccard similarity coefficient is calculated if the item a and the thread e are assigned to the same category. If the coefficient is above a certain threshold simThreshold, a is added to e and the visualization gets updated. The color of the event is adjusted to reflect the number of items in it, and its length is extended to include a.startDate as the new e.endDate. Note that only the pointer to data item a and not the whole data object is added to the thread e in order to maintain performance of the streaming visualization. At this resolution, we are not interested in any other item detail within a specific thread.
Creating a new thread. Finally, if a is not similar to any thread e from s, a is added to s as the originator of a new thread.
The algorithm works globally in a way that it removes the irrelevant events from all the categories when the new item arrives, regardless of its category assignment, but it could be easily adjusted to work locally, within a category, if the streaming data would favor this approach.
Visual Encoding
The application of the algorithm on the news data stream is shown in the Figure 2 A single thread of articles is represented as a rectangle whose width is determined by thread's duration attribute, while the position is determined by startDate of the first item in the thread and endDate, which is the timestamp of the last item in the thread. Therefore, article threads resemble the representation used in Gantt charts. The total number of threads in each category is shown in the list on the right. The colorscale used to map the number of articles in a thread is shown on figure 3. In the first snapshot, most of the threads are short and grey. As the time passes, it can be seen how only the relevant threads with large number of articles remain on the screen, while the irrelevant items are deleted. By adjusting the parameters of the algorithm, different settings for relevant threads can be achieved.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented our work in progress on news streaming visualization framework. We have introduced a relevance-based technique to visualize streaming data for real-time analysis using time and data dependency between the items. The aggregation of items into threads is performed on the fly by the user-driven algorithm which takes into account 3 different parameters to create relevant and remove irrelevant threads. We presented the application of the technique using timeline-based visualization in news monitoring domain. The proposed technique can be also used in non-timeline based visual representations. We have also presented a simple high-resolution streaming visualization that provides details of the stream on the level of a single data item for monitoring the latest events.
The contribution of the approach is twofold: first, on the analytical side, the observer can monitor the incoming streaming data, while maintaining an overview of the important events from the recent past. Second, on the performance side, the size of the data that was processed by the algorithm can be kept small for efficient usage in real-time.
Our future work involves researching better drawing methods to facilitate different analytical tasks in real time and implementation of decay and degree-of-interest functions that would automatically adjust the parameters for creation of the threads. We will work on developing a better solution for ordering of the visual objects and adaptive size of the monitored variables. Finding more sophisticated methods for dynamic clustering of the data together with multi-resolution techniques would provide more semantically rich representation and lead to better understanding of the underlying data.
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